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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Global trade practitioners are used to dealing with uncertainty, and 

they’re also accustomed to doing their work in relative anonymity. 

But changing trade winds around the globe are conspiring to bring 

a new level of uncertainty while bringing those tasked with 

compliance and logistics more into the spotlight.

This year’s Global Trade Management Landscape Report, 

produced by American Shipper and BPE Global, examines the 

issue on the top of everyone’s minds: how rising protectionist 

attitudes in developed economies and governmental policies 

might change in the months ahead. Beyond that, the report aims 

to direct attention on the task ahead for shippers and 3PLs 

engaged in global supply chains. And that is to focus on what can 

be controlled, namely structure, process, and automation within 

their organization.

A company’s ability to weather 

uncertainty is only as strong as 

its ability to adjust quickly to 

changing circumstances. With 

so much in the air, from free 

trade agreements, rules of 

origin, possible import taxes, 

and the real possibility of 

retaliatory trade wars, it’s more 

important than ever for 

companies engaged in international trade to eliminate volatility 

that’s controllable.

Development of import compliance 

programs (ICPs), in tandem with the use of 

global trade management software, can 

put a company in a position to prosper in 

the face of change. American Shipper 

research has shown that global shippers 

typically have a wide footprint. Between the collapse of the Trans-

Pacific Partnership, likely changes to the North American Free 

Trade Agreement, and reshaped trade relations with China, nearly 

every shipper will face some major change to its supply chain. 

Automation helps eliminate data-based vulnerability but it also 

allows a company to more quickly realize opportunities, through 

better use of duty management tools, for instance. Automation 

allows people to drive the organization forward, an especially 

critical aspect when trade regulations are likely to change quickly 

and impactfully.

And bear in mind that global trade management touches more 

areas of an organization than most companies even realize. New 

attitudes toward trade mean sourcing patterns and trade 

agreements have an impact on everything from the cost of goods 

sold to a company’s brand. In short, every department has the 

potential to be impacted by the volatile trade environment, but 

conversely, every department can be positively impacted by 

process structure and the use of trade automation.

ICP

TAXES

TRADE WARS

Rules of Origin

TPP

Changing Circumstances
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SECTION I: INTRODUCTION
It may seem like a trite self-help slogan, but never have the words “focus 

on what you can control” been more apt than they are for those involved 

in the global trade management arena this year.

Practitioners involved in international trade are accustomed to a baseline 

level of uncertainty and relative anonymity. And we’re not just talking 

about major events with global ramifications, like volcanic ash clouds, 

tsunamis, or port strikes. There are micro-disruptions in supply chains 

every day, forcing those in trade to be on their toes at all times.

Yet this year seems particularly vexing, not because of changing policies 

governing trade agreements, taxes, and tariffs, but because of the 

seemingly immense breadth of these changes and the lack of clarity on 

those changes. A rising protectionist tide has shaken governments’ belief 

in the power of trade on both sides of the Atlantic. Not only has the dust 

yet to settle, the reconstruction has only just begun.

Consider the new U.S. administration’s first week in office. Campaign 

promises to challenge China on trade, to drop out of the Trans-Pacific 

Partnership, to renegotiate the North American Free Trade Agreement, to 

build a wall on the Mexican border, and to restrict U.S. immigration were 

all addressed. Meanwhile, Congressional plans to revamp the U.S. tax 

code include a provision that would assess steep, consumption-based 

tariffs on imports, while exports would be tax-exempt.

And in the background, specific trade disputes (for example, with 

Canada on softwood lumber exports and China on steel and aluminum) 

are simmering. Deeper in the background, regional free trade agreements 

in Asia are taking shape that could thrust China into an even more 

prominent role in global trade than it occupies today. The Adam Smith 

Project, American Shipper’s new product focused on how trade and 

technology are being reshaped in an increasingly protectionist world, has 

covered all these topics, and more.

It’s an extremely complex, and multi-layered puzzle.

So in that vein, this year’s Global Trade Management Landscape Report 

is designed to focus attention on what shippers and 3PLs involved in 

international trade can control: themselves. This report will explore the 

rapidly shifting environment, and then prescribe how those companies 

can build structure and employ automation to better weather, and indeed 

thrive amid, the change ahead. A company that has addressed its 

vulnerabilities and efficiencies will be in a better place to meet the 

challenges of swiftly changing trade winds.

A rising protectionist tide has shaken governments’ 
belief in the power of trade on both sides of the 
Atlantic. Not only has the dust yet to settle, the 
reconstruction has only just begun.

http://www.adamsmithproject.com
http://www.adamsmithproject.com


SECTION II: THE WAY IT WAS
A LOOK AT THE WAY GLOBAL TRADE EVOLVED TO THE UPHEAVAL OF 2016

In mid-2015, the Obama administration won a key battle that figured to 

be a boon for fuller and more free global trade. Congress granted the 

president trade promotion authority, also known as fast track authority, 

to negotiate trade deals.

That development was vitally important in that it gave renewed impetus 

to finalize negotiations on the sweeping, 12-nation pact of Pacific Rim 

nations called the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). After more than a 

decade from original talks, including eight involving the United States, 

the TPP was signed by all 12 nations in early 2016.

A year later, the TPP was officially DOA, while another major multilateral 

deal between the United States and European Union (called the 

Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, or TTIP) has been 

placed firmly on the backburner. Amazing what can change in a year.

Protectionist attitudes have been on the rise in developed nations 

for years, but the twin shocks of the Brexit vote in Great Britain and 

the election of Donald Trump in the United States have catalyzed 

that movement.

In truth, however, global economies have been becoming less open to 

global trade since around 2012. Statistics from the World Bank show 

that trade, as a percentage of global GDP, has started to fall since 2012. 

Taking out the global economic downturn as an anomaly, trade’s 

percentage of GDP has only fallen this much one other time since the 

mid-1980s. These statistics, taken in tandem with protectionist 

movements around the globe, must be considered a more serious to 

trade than any other in recent memory.

Global tariff levels are, on the whole, low. The world is as reliant on trade 

as any time in history, with nearly 60 percent of world GDP tied to trade. 

But both the World Trade Organization and International Monetary Fund 

warned in mid-2016 that anti-trade activity was on the rise. 

More than that, though, Great Britain and the United States have 

indicated a desire to negotiate more bilateral agreements and eschew 

multilateral deals. The goal is to negotiate deals that they consider more 

favorable to the U.S., avoiding the compromises inherent in multilateral 

agreements. However, multilateral deals have massive advantages for 

those managing global supply chains.
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The TPP, for example, would have enabled a U.S. importer to take duty 

levels out of the equation when deciding where to source among 

member nations. Multilateral deals are also easier to manage from a 

compliance perspective, as opposed to a spaghetti bowl of bilateral or 

overlapping deals involving those same countries.

According to data compiled by the WTO, tariffs have inexorably reduced 

in almost every nation over the past 50 years as leaders of developed 

and developing economies accepted that the benefits of trade were 

significant, if not even. It’s been said that lower transportation rates don’t 

induce cargo, but lower tariff levels most certainly do raise trade 

volumes. As global tariffs have come down, trade as a percentage of 

GDP has risen substantially (helped, of course, by affordable freight 

transportation costs).

Along with that, the world has worked diligently on trade facilitation 

through the WTO and World Customs Organization to reduce tariff and 

non-tariff barriers. For instance, in February, the WTO’s Trade Facilitation 

Agreement, a global initiative designed to standardize and simplify 

customs procedures, passed the threshold of ratifying countries needed 

to put the agreement into effect. WTO Director-General Roberto Azevedo 

told Reuters the TFA is “the biggest agreement we ever reached.”

Other developments include trusted trader, also called authorized 

economic operator (AEO) programs, like the Customs-Trade Partnership 

Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) in the United States. And regional single 

window initiatives are beginning to take hold in regions like Southeast 

Asia, the Caribbean and Africa, where customs coordination between 

nations has traditionally been difficult. As the saying goes, one nation’s 

export is another’s import, so why not make the data between those two 

nations more homogenous and cohesive.

Non-tariff barriers, by their nature, are tougher to monitor, manage, and 

measure. These barriers can take the form of regulations, like quotas, 

licensing and import bans, policies like “buy national,” overly complicated 

rules of origin structures, eroding infrastructure, or general government 

bureaucracy.

It’s generally accepted that as tariffs have diminished, non-tariff barriers 

have risen. Often those barriers are erected intentionally to insulate 

national industries, but often they develop unintentionally and hamstring 

a nation’s efforts to increase trade. 

In the meantime, another development in global trade compliance 

management has taken hold: more use of software and automation. 

Importers and exporters have long seen the value of automating trade 

functions to improve efficiency and increase accuracy, but that view has 

started to expand beyond basic data entry into more strategic uses. 

Simply put, the sheer complexity of modern supply chains and the trade 

regulations associated with those supply chains almost necessitate some 

use of technology for shippers of significant volume or violation exposure.
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SECTION III: THE WAY IT WILL BE
HOW PROTECTIONIST MOVEMENTS MAY CHANGE THE FACE OF TRADE AGREEMENTS AND SOURCING PATTERNS

The jaw-dropping amount of political upheaval over the past year will 

likely have significant impact on the world of global trade management 

for many years to come. Protectionism should be seen as the 

proverbial enemy of global trade. Despite the raft of isolationist 

proposals that reverberated across the country during after the U.S. 

election, a desire to strengthen the country’s manufacturing base and 

stop the exodus of jobs to other countries is not readily solved by 

penalizing importers or U.S. companies manufacturing offshore. 

With Brexit, the fear is that a volatile U.K. market will slow down any 

potential U.S. growth. And Janet Yellen, Chair of the Federal Reserve, 

forewarned that Brexit “would negatively affect financial conditions and 

the U.S. economy.” Regardless of what ultimately happens with Brexit, 

the immediate concern is that everyone will be on pins and needles 

waiting for things to shake out. And that will impact global trade.

Whatever changes occur in the United States and Great Britain will likely 

result in higher costs resulting from increased duties and taxes. And 

increased taxes mean an increase in the cost of goods sold (COGS). 

Increased COGS, in turn, will require manufacturers to either increase 

their pricing (which will ultimately end up being felt in the consumer’s 

wallet) or see their profit margins squeezed. Neither is ideal.

A proposed “Wall Tax” of 20 percent on all imports into the U.S. from 

Mexico will likely impact U.S. exporters. One third of Mexico’s exports 

are incorporated into U.S. products that are subsequently exported. Any 

such tax would penalize U.S. exporters and likely increase the cost of 

their products to the markets abroad in which they sell. Another 

unintended impact of the tax would be the loss of U.S. jobs, as 

components previously sourced in Mexico are sourced from lower-cost 

markets such as Asia and the entire U.S. production is moved to be 

closer to the component source. 

Taxing specific countries, such as China and Mexico, may also result in 

retaliatory trade practices that will impact those source countries, their 

economies and the companies sourcing from them. Penalizing U.S. 

companies for off-shoring will also impact the bottom line and the 

additional, unplanned costs of shuttering and moving an operation back 

to the United States will result in operational losses from which it will 

take years to recover for some companies. It is estimated that supply 

chains take two to six years to move, so any positive impact from 
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It is anticipated that in 2017, we will see continued 
political upheaval, financial stress and regulatory 
change. The key to surviving is understanding the facts 
and how they impact your company, and developing  
a strategy of risk mitigation in an uncertain time.

on-shoring manufacturing might not even occur during the current 

administration’s term. 

In our truly global world, these trade policy actions often have 

unintended effects that require correction so the U.S. economy is not 

impaired. The sanction of one nefarious activity can often impact a valid 

business activity. Examples are the Ukraine/Crimea and recent Russian 

sanctions which resulted in the issuance of general and temporary 

export authorizations so that U.S. products could be sold into the 

Ukraine and Russia.

Another example of business disruption is the Chinese technology giant 

ZTE, a global player in the high-tech space. When they were added to 

the Bureau of Industry and Security’s (BIS) Entity List for shipping to 

sanctioned countries, practically the whole industry was impacted. The 

resulting disruption to thousands of companies was so massive that BIS 

granted a temporary general license so ZTE could still ship. Companies 

continue to fear that BIS will withdraw the temporary general license 

and ZTE will continue to be listed on the Entity List. BIS’s current policy 

regarding companies on the Entity List is license review policy with the 

presumption of denial. 

There have also been tremendous upheavals in the financial and 

transportation sectors. The most noteworthy incident in recent months 

directly impacting global trade management was the bankruptcy of the 

liner carrier Hanjin Shipping. That event touched every continent, across 

virtually every border, stranding cargo and crew around the world and 

impacting global supply chains to such an extent that some are still 

recovering. It brought into stark relief how delicate and vulnerable the 

global trading environment can be from a multitude of factors. 

It is anticipated that in 2017, we will see continued political upheaval, 

financial stress and regulatory change. The key to surviving is 

understanding the facts and how they impact your company, and 

developing a strategy of risk mitigation in an uncertain time.
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SECTION IV: CREATING 
TRADE COMPLIANCE 
PROCESS STRUCTURE 
“The best defense is a good offense” is an adage never more 

appropriate than for the trade compliance professional operating in 

today’s tumultuous climate. The cornerstone of this concept, when 

applied to trade, is to build your company’s competitive advantage by 

getting strategic in an environment of uncertainty.

As you build your playbook, remember to include three key players 

necessary to execute your strategy: people, processes, and systems. 

Though each require their own strength and conditioning programs, 

they operate best when working together as a team.

People ensure that the company’s mission, vision, and values are 

factored into all systems and processes impacted by trade compliance 

changes. People stay current on tariff changes, audit schedules, training 

schedules, contract renewals, and the fiscal impact of current events. 

In an environment of uncertainty, it is important to support the people 

driving your trade compliance program. The scope of their responsibility 

is large and the ramifications of not staying current are deep. Give them 

the moral support and the backup they need. Free them from doing 

manual tasks as much as possible to think more critically about 

opportunities and vulnerabilities. Enter: Processes and Systems.
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Processes are the quarterback of a strong, yet flexible trade 

compliance program. Often referred to as import compliance 

programs, or ICPs, these are living documentation of a company’s 

policies and procedures. The ICP is kept up to date by the trade 

compliance team and in turn serves as a safety net for the systems. 

The ICP ensures the systems do not perpetuate errors caused by 

changes in tariffs, countries of origin, or sourcing, among other 

potential sources. When enforced by knowledgeable people and 

implemented with a legitimate system, a strong ICP is paramount to 

staying risk averse, strengthening any ERP/MRP system 

implementations, and keeping compliance on the front foot.

Systems are the closer of the group. A global trade management (GTM) 

solution drives automation, accuracy, timeliness, and scalability for a 

company. A GTM solution, as this report has noted in past versions, is 

not merely a trade compliance tool. It spans most departments within 

an organization and can ensure all relevant players are held accountable 

for their respective roles in the supply chain, and that each role 

functions as consistently and efficiently as possible.

If not maintained properly, a GTM system can be a significant risk to a 

company and perpetuate errors in its automation. If armed properly, use 

of a GTM system results in a streamlined, cost-effective organization. 

This allows the organization to stay agile while forecasting for any future 

change in directives. 

The importance of a healthy and symbiotic relationship across your 

people, processes, and systems is critical for the execution of an 

effective offensive game plan.

If armed properly, use of a GTM system results in a 
streamlined, cost-effective organization. This allows  
the organization to stay agile while forecasting for any 
future change in directives. 
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SECTION V: TRADE AUTOMATION CREATES AGILITY—
THE PATH FORWARD 
U.S. commercial interests are not served well by increasing import 

tariffs and hollowing trade agreements. Having operated under the 

backbreaking regulatory burden of multilateral trade agreements, the 

idea of scrapping existing programs and developing new processes to 

support bilateral agreements incites deep anxiety. Having experienced 

the on-again, off-again Generalized System of Preferences, it’s 

daunting to even work out the math on ROI estimates for trade 

programs that have yet to be conceived.

But uncertainty can have a motivating effect, and companies involved 

in global trade would be wise to use that motivating force to take the 

next logical step in preparing for the unknown: introducing (or 

augmenting) the use of trade software to make data more structured 

and processes more efficient, to unearth new opportunities, and to 

free personnel to manage constant change.

The reality is trade is truly global, as shown in American Shipper and 

BPE Global’s 2016 Import Benchmark report. 

Importer Footprint

Source: American Shipper 2016 Import Compliance Benchmark Study. 
Chart shows how many importers source in various regions around the world.
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Companies must develop global strategies that mitigate risk, protect 

the company’s brand, and ensure customer satisfaction while 

increasing revenue and expanding markets. And the key to that is 

having a global trade compliance operation that is scalable, efficient, 

cost effective and has a high degree of control.

Best-in-class trade compliance operations will hand their CEOs data so 

they can develop a strategic plan to ensure profitability in the new year. 

CFOs want to understand the company’s bottom-line costs for 

budgeting and forecasting purposes. COOs will demand COGS 

estimates so they can develop manufacturing and supply chain 

strategies to optimize margin. General counsels will understand the 

implications of U.S. trade policy on existing sales, service and 

manufacturing contracts. And chief marketing officers will be able  

to develop sales, costing and marketing strategies inclusive of any 

increased COGS.

In short, every department has the potential to be impacted by  

the volatile trade environment, but conversely, every department 

can be positively impacted by process structure and the use of 

trade automation.  

Regardless of the political, financial and regulatory upheaval that the 

industry faces in the coming years, our truly global world won’t change 

overnight. GTM automation is a must in any company’s playbook to 

remain agile. And GTM is an essential strategy to defend against the 

negative implications of the changes coming. 

Regardless of the political, financial and regulatory 
upheaval that the industry faces in the coming years, 
our truly global world won’t change overnight. GTM 
automation is a must in any company’s playbook to 
remain agile. 
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SECTION VI: CALLS TO ACTION
• If your trade compliance department doesn’t have automated tools, 

make it a priority to do so, even if it means getting started with one 

basic, foundational module. And if you already do use automated 

tools, ensure your team is ready to apply changes to trade rules if, 

and when, they go into effect. 

• Take a unfettered, objective view of your trade compliance 

processes. Conduct a fresh analysis of total landed costs and your 

supply chain network so you know where you stand once trade 

policies become clearer.

• Ensure key stakeholders are informed of potential changes coming 

and jointly develop strategies to stay ahead of the game and remain 

flexible.

• If you already have a GTM solution, use it to help discern fact from 

unfounded fear when it comes to changing free trade regulations.  

It’s more important than ever to separate data from emotion when 

making key decisions on sourcing and supply chain networks.

• Share your compliance data with your CEO and CFO for bottom line 

budgeting purposes.

• Engage your general counsel so they can understand the impact of 

U.S. trade policy on existing sales, service and manufacturing.

• Involve your chief marketing officer to develop sales, marketing and 

pricing strategies inclusive of any increased or decreased cost of 

goods sold (COGS).

• Look at your actual data and ponder the various policy statements 

and their impact on your company. (Download the free trade policy 

calculator from BPE.)

• Engage your corporate government affairs personnel so you’re on 

the same page regarding coming changes to trade regulations or free 

trade agreements.

• Leverage your trade advocacy associations.

• Write your elected officials to explain the economic value of 

global trade.

http://www.bpeglobal.com/tool/fiscal_impact.php
http://www.bpeglobal.com/tool/fiscal_impact.php
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THOMSON REUTERS 

Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE Global Trade provides a truly 

comprehensive software solution for global trade management.  Our 

product suite focuses on seven key foreign trade modules: Import, 

Export, Classifier, Free Trade Agreements, Restricted Party Screening, 

Special Programs and Trade Finance. Now, you can bring your global 

trade process together with a single user interface for everyone in your 

supply chain. That means key stakeholders can stay connected at each 

step of the process with a solution that provides greater visibility from 

start to finish.

Check us out online at  

tax.thomsonreuters.com/onesource/global-trade-management.

GT NEXUS

GT Nexus operates the world’s largest cloud-based business network 

and execution platform for global trade and supply chain management. 

More than $100 billion in trade flows through the GT Nexus network 

annually. Over 25,000 businesses across industry verticals share GT 

Nexus as their standard, multi-enterprise collaboration platform. 

Customers include Adidas, Caterpillar, Coach, DHL, Electrolux, HP, 

Levi Strauss & Co., Kohl’s, Nestlé, Patagonia, Pfizer and Weyerhaeuser. 

All GT Nexus network participants operate against a core, real-time and 

always on set of information across multiple supply chain functions, 

allowing them to optimize the flow of goods, funds and trade 

information, from the point of order through final payment.

To learn more, visit www.gtnexus.com

APPENDIX A: ABOUT OUR SPONSORS

an Infor®company

https://tax.thomsonreuters.com/onesource/global-trade-management/
http://www.gtnexus.com
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AMBER ROAD

Amber Road’s (NYSE: AMBR) mission is to improve the way companies 

manage their international supply chains and conduct global trade. As a 

leading provider of cloud based global trade management (GTM) 

solutions, we automate the global supply chain across sourcing, 

logistics, cross border trade, and regulatory compliance activities to 

dramatically improve operating efficiencies and financial performance. 

This includes collaborating with suppliers on development, sourcing and 

quality assurance; executing import and export compliance checks and 

generating international shipping documentation; booking international 

carriers and tracking goods as they move around the world; and 

minimizing the associated duties through preferential trade agreements 

and foreign trade zones.

Our SaaS solution combines enterprise-class software, trade content 

sourced from government agencies and transportation providers in 147 

countries, and a global supply chain network connecting our customers 

with their trading partners.

For more information, please visit www.AmberRoad.com, email 

Solutions@AmberRoad.com or call 201-935-8588.

LEANLOGISTICS

LeanLogistics, A Kewill Company provides solutions to streamline supply 

chain networks with transportation management system applications and 

services. The LeanTMS Transportation Network is one of the largest on 

the market providing customers actionable intelligence to make better 

business decisions. LeanTMS is an easy-to-use transportation 

management system with robust functionality. As a true SaaS model, 

users benefit from faster innovation, scalable solutions, and a density of 

information for accurate benchmarking. With one platform and workflow 

for transportation planning, execution, settlement, and procurement, 

LeanTMS delivers increased efficiency and reduced spend while always 

keeping an eye on driving innovative solutions that deliver quantifiable 

value to our customers.

To learn more, visit www.leanlogistics.com

ABOUT OUR SPONSORS, CONTINUED

http://www.AmberRoad.com
mailto:Solutions@AmberRoad.com
http://www.leanlogistics.com
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BPE GLOBAL

Since 2004, companies have achieved results through BPE Global’s global trade consulting and training 

services. BPE Global’s team of seasoned regulatory and operational experts has the ability to navigate the 

complexities of global trade compliance, supply chain management, and logistics operations. As a 

recognized leader in trade compliance and logistics management, BPE Global provides solutions that are 

customized to your company’s ne eds.

The BPE Global team is made up of knowledgeable, energetic and pragmatic licensed customs brokers, each 

with over ten years of experience. BPE Global gives back to the trade community by sharing knowledge and 

skills through webinars, publications, trade events, and as a recognized Trade Ambassador to U.S. Customs 

and Border Protection.

Enabling companies to succeed in global business is our mission. Helping you achieve efficiencies and best 

practices in compliance is our passion. To learn more about BPE Global, visit www.bpeglobal.com.

APPENDIX B: ABOUT OUR PARTNER

http://www.bpeglobal.com
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APPENDIX C: ABOUT AMERICAN SHIPPER RESEARCH
BACKGROUND

Since our first edition in May 1974, American Shipper has provided 

U.S.-based logistics practitioners with accurate, timely and actionable 

news and analysis. The company is widely recognized as the voice  

of the international transportation community.

In 2008 American Shipper launched its first formal, independent research 

initiative focused on the state of transportation management systems in 

the logistics service provider market. Since that time the company has 

published dozens of reports on subjects ranging from regulatory 

compliance to transportation management to sustainability. 

SCOPE

American Shipper research initiatives typically address international or 

global supply chain issues from a U.S.-centric point of view. The 

research will be most relevant to those readers managing large volumes 

of airfreight, containerized ocean and domestic intermodal freight. 

American Shipper readers are tasked with managing large volumes of 

freight moving into and out of the country so the research scope reflects 

those interests. 

CONTACT

Eric Johnson 

Research Director 

American Shipper 

ejohnson@shippers.com

LIBRARY

American Shipper’s complete library of research is available on our 

Website: AmericanShipper.com/Research.  

ANNUAL STUDIES INCLUDE:

•   Global Trade Management Landscape Report

•   Freight Procurement Benchmark Study

•   Import & Export Compliance Benchmark Study

•   Transportation Planning & Execution Study

•   Freight Payment Benchmark Study

•   Analytics Benchmark Study

OUR SISTER PUBLICATION—ADAM SMITH PROJECT

Launched in January 2017 as a response to rising uncertainty in the 

global trade climate, the Adam Smith Project seeks to cut through 

rhetoric and find truths; much like the publication’s namesake did in his 

1776 magnum opus, the Wealth of Nations. The Project is a growing 

community engaging in thoughtful discourse through expert articles from 

in-house staff and submitted pieces from industry organization and 

business leaders. 

To learn more, visit www.adamsmithproject.com

http://www.adamsmithproject.com
http://AmericanShipper.com/Research
mailto:ejohnson@shippers.com
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